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Project Background

2018 Redesign
Redesign of three
library lessons taught
in our 2nd year
English Composition
course, ENGL 2010

Evaluating
Lesson

Positive
Feedback

Use of case-based
problem-based
learning (CBPBL) to
teach students
source evaluation
skills

Librarians taught 78
sections of the lesson
and anecdotally saw
high levels of student
engagement

Evaluating the Impact of CBPBL in the
Library and Composition Classroom
◉

Integration beyond a single library session

◉

Combination of several assessment methods

◉

Use of a control group

ENGL 2010 & Library Collaboration

English Composition
Overall Goal

◉ Students develop foundational research and writing skills related to
rhetorical argumentation

Library Integration

◉ 11 librarians and 2 teaching assistants partner with all ENGL 1010 and ENGL 2010
sections
◉ ENGL 1010
o Librarians provide one-on-one consultations and online learning
◉ ENGL 2010
o Face-to-face library instruction

ENGL 2010 Library Lessons

Evaluating Sources

Investigating a
Topic

Synthesis

ENGL 2010 Students
◉ Typically freshman and sophomores
◉ Typically homogeneous in age and race/ethnicity
◉ Diverse majors

ENGL 2010 is a university general education requirement and
the last writing class for many students.

Case Study-Based Curriculum

Lesson 1: Evaluating Sources
Pedagogy: Adapted Mike Caulfield’s SIFT Model into “Evaluation Wheel”
Lesson Plan:
1. Pre-work: Read Case study and source
2. Think/Pair/Share: “How do you decide if information is credible and useful?
3. Lecture: Introduce concept of evaluation and wheel
4. Case-study Activity: Use wheel to evaluate case study source and complete
worksheet/reflection

5. Report-out: Groups present their findings to the class

Lesson 2: Investigating a Topic
Pedagogy: Eboo Patel’s “Observation-Question-Conversation” Model
Lesson Plan:
1. Pre-work: Complete Academic Search Ultimate tutorial and watch video
“Choosing Keywords”

2.
3.
4.
5.

Lecture: Topic exploration and alternative viewpoints
Mind-mapping demo: “Vaping should be banned.”
Case-study Activity: Search for sub-topics and identify two relevant sources
Peer-review: Groups trade worksheets and suggest other subtopics/gaps

Lesson 3: Synthesizing Sources
Pedagogy: Synthesis as organizing idea using “Synthesis Matrix”
Lesson Plan:
1. Pre-work: Read and highlight key ideas from sources in Lesson 2
2. Discussion: “What is synthesis?”
3. Case-study Activity: Using sources, incorporate ideas into partiallycompleted matrix

4. Paragraph Writing: Groups write a synthesizing paragraph from matrix
5. Peer-review: Groups trade paragraphs and suggest ways to improve
information synthesis

Questions?

Assessment Methods

Research Questions
◉ How do our three library lessons impact students’
confidence and abilities when evaluating information,
conducting research, and synthesizing their research in a
meaningful way?
◉ What research skills do students struggle with and how
can we better address these skills in our library instruction?
◉ How effective is CBPBL in engaging ENGL 2010 students in
learning information literacy skills?

Research Design
◉ Assessments of PBL in library instruction (Wenger, 2014)
◉ Mixed methods means rich data
◉ 4 methods
◉
◉
◉
◉

Classroom observations
Instructor reflections
Student reflection papers
Pretest/posttest survey

Classroom Observations

Instructor Reflections

Student Reflections

Pretest/Post-test Survey
5-point Likert scale of agreement

Short answer

• I am confident in my abilities to use library
resources.

• What do you struggle with most when searching
for information online?

• I am confident in my abilities to tell if
information is credible.

• List 3 strategies for evaluating the credibility or
relevance of information.

• I am confident in my abilities to find
appropriate information for a specific topic.
• I am confident in my abilities to meaningfully
combine my research into a cohesive paper.
• I think the library sessions for this class will be
useful for me. Why or why not?

• You’re writing a paper on the impact of
technology on children. But when you search
the words technology and children in the library
database Academic Search Ultimate, you get
61,000 results! What are some ways you can
narrow this down?
• Which paragraph is a better example of
synthesis? Why?

Post-test Survey
Additional post-test item
• I understand how to combine skills learned in each library session into a single
research process.

For CBPBL sections only
• I liked using case studies to learn research skills.
• Tell us more…
• My case study taught me skills I can use in my own research.
• Tell us more…

Questions?

Results

Student Surveys
Quantitative and Qualitative

◉ Does the experiment group rate usefulness of library instruction higher
than their control section peers?
◉ No

◉ Is the experiment group’s self-reported understanding of how to combine
library session skills into an integrated research process higher than that of
their control section peers?
◉ No

◉ Does the experiment group’s self-assessed confidence levels in these 4
areas of information literacy (ability to use library resources, assessing
credibility, finding information, and synthesizing research) increase more
than their control section peers?
◉ No

How Did Students Feel about CBPBL?
Mean

Median

I liked using case studies to learn
research skills.

3.1

3

My case study taught me skills I can
use in my own research.

3.9

4

Students who didn’t like using the case studies…
“After continuing with [the case studies] for three weeks, it became
somewhat annoying to have to go back to researching something that
wasn't even actually real or had any value to me. I think it would be more
beneficial to directly go through research on our own and find the learnings
through that.”
“While I learned skills to be applied due to the case studies and working in
groups it was harder to transfer the information learned into my own writing
than if we were to just focus on our own writing from the first place.”

Students who did like using the case studies…
“Learning and using research skills for another person's idea helped me
learn how to navigate academic search engines and how to find sources
that I desired. The low-stress environment of the library, and the help of
others made the idea of doing academic research much less intimidating
and it actually was a fun experience.”
“Using a claim that was already provided for us and had some research done
was a great way to get our minds thinking and understanding the skill we
were supposed to be learning.”

Evaluating Sources

1. Author’s Credibility
2. Reputation/Credibility of publication
3. Website URL (.edu, .gov, .org)
4. Bias in the author, article, or publication
5. Currency
6. Fact check that article’s sources
7. Investigate claim through other sources
8. Relevancy to your own research question/argument
9. Title (Use of Emotion, Relevance)
10. Quality of writing
11. Source Type
12. Peer-reviewed
13. Using Library Database

Synthesis

1. Balanced conversation between author’s voice and sources
2. Author’s voice is dominant
3. Combining of ideas
4. Citing multiple sources
5. Correctly citing their sources
6. Good “flow”, easy to read
7. Includes personal experience
8. Sources connect to the overall argument
9. Well organized
10. I don’t know what synthesis is

ENGL 2010 Student Baseline
Self Assessment

Mean

Median

I am confident in my abilities to use library
resources.

3.1

3

I am confident in my abilities to tell if information
is credible.

3.8

4

I am confident in my abilities to find appropriate
information for a specific topic.

3.8

4

I am confident in my abilities to meaningfully
combine my research into a cohesive paper.

3.7

4

I think the library sessions for this class will be
useful for me.

4.1

4

Biggest Struggles

1. Finding relevant information
2. Finding credible information
3. Finding a “specific” piece of information
4. Finding and Reading Scholarly Articles
5. Sorting through/filtering too many search results
6. Getting Distracted by irrelevant sources
7. Selecting the right keywords
8. Choosing/Focusing my paper topic
9. Knowing when I have enough sources
10. Lack of motivation and time to conduct research
11. Hitting paywalls
12. Finding data and statistics
13. Navigating library databases

Student Papers

Student Paper Results
◉ We only had 8 students’ papers to analyze. All except one student
mentioned the library at least once.
◉ Students felt positively about the library, although some students
were skeptical about continuing with last lesson.
◉ Specific benefits students mentioned often:
◉ Taught me a new skill or perspective I didn't know I needed
◉ Would be applicable beyond this course or educational setting

Reflections &
Observations

Group Dynamics Matter
◉ Dominant personalities can have a negative impact
◉ Groups missing strong leaders are more hesitant
◉ Groups dynamics can evolve
Their familiarity and progression through the case studies
within their consistent groups helped them feel more confident
developing their research skills.

Strong Lessons w/ High Levels of
Engagement
◉ We fit a lot of content into a short amount of time
◉ Students never appeared confused about instructions
◉ Higher levels of engagement were observed during the case
study group work

Case Study Variations
◉ Oliver and Taylor are consistently strong
◉ Oliver groups genuinely have fun
◉ Taylor groups engage in meaningful discussion
◉ McKenzie and Eric are consistently weak
◉ McKenzie group often lacks student interest
◉ Eric’s group may not be complex enough for all lessons
◉ Brie falls somewhere in the middle

Instructors and Librarians Bring Different
Perspectives
Instructor/Librarian

Average Engagement Level

Deanna

4.4

Alex

4.3

Katie

3.7

Rachel

3.7

Resources
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Mixed-methods research design
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ENGL 2010 lessons at USU
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Takeaways & Advice

Takeaways & Advice
◉ Assessment can connect to reflective practice
◉ Balance what you’re asking of research partners and
students (not assessment for assessment’s sake)
◉ Collaboration (individually and programmatically) between
English Comp instructors and librarians directly impacts
students
◉ COVID-19 requires us, again, to be reflective and innovative
in our pedagogy

Takeaways & Advice continued
◉ Observing library instruction, and partnership with course
instructor, provides valuable perspective
◉ Students really do find value in library instruction, and we don’t
always give ourselves credit for delivering great lessons
◉ Take advantage of opportunities to learn more about your
students
◉ Revisions and future integration
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